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Organizational Growth Workshop Series
Companies looking to grow need to excel both externally and internally. Only 11% companies experienced growth
in the past decade and 85% of executives attribute growth shortfall to internal — not external — factors. Motere’s
Organizational Growth Series provides strategies for both growth factors. Workshops are interactive and address
the psychological underpinnings that unlock execution. The workshops are designed and delivered by recognized
experts, primary sources and intellectual property owners who demonstrate exceptional presentation skills.
Turnarounds

David King-Hurley is a world class operations executive specializing in

turnarounds. A CEO by 30, Dave now shares his expertise with distressed companies
and startups. As a CEO of five companies, Dave is a seasoned executive skilled in
building high performance organizations. He has experience in negotiating international
and domestic partnerships and in successfully navigating complex strategic
acquisitions. The author of two highly acclaimed business thriller novels, Dave is an
expert in developing world class operations in rapid growth environments.
Mergers & Acquisitions Formerly CEO of a $400M consulting firm, Bill led a global
expansion that included over 20 acquisitions to grow the firm in both services and
geography, with special emphasis on post acquisition integration and expansion. He is
now is CEO of a modern consultancy including a robust M&A practice. As a CEO who
has utilized M&A, he understands how smart M&A can be used to grow and add
significantly to shareholder value, but also the potential pitfalls to watch out for. He has
been a guest speaker at a number of industry conferences, and made presentations to
companies, government entities and meetings in the Pacific Rim and throughout North
America.
Financial Goal Achievement through Risk Management Joe Bencivenga enjoys a
superior reputation as a Wall Street leader through his work as a rigorous fundamental
investment analyst, capital raising, business analysis, strategy, capital structure,
corporate responsibility, restructuring, creditor/debtor rights and bankruptcy. Joe has
three decades of experience as an institutional analyst, global capital market executive
and a founding partner of a hedge fund. Joe applies his comprehensive set of skills to
help his clients work to achieve their financial goals. He delivers a wealth of successful
experience, strong organizational leadership, commercial creativity and a deep
understanding of risk management. Joe shares his eight step program with
organizations and their employees.
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Visual Messaging

As founder and CEO of the international Clarissa Burt Media

Group, Clarissa Burt is an expert in developing and delivering messages to diverse
audiences. Clarissa produces media that helps CEO’s deliver messages concisely and
accurately. An internationally renowned supermodel, entrepreneur, television/video
producer, public speaker, author, writer, award-winning actress and emcee with over 20
motion picture film credits, Clarissa shows executives how to develop and deliver a
powerful and impactful messaging program helping leaders execute their strategy.

Communication and Relationships

Dr. Tommy Thomas is a primary resource in

helping organizations grow by teaching employees to communicate effectively and
enhance relationships with all stakeholders. His Opposite Strengths® program has
helped hundreds of thousands of people create positive, team-oriented cultures of
engaged employees. Organizations using the Opposite Strengths language have more
engaged employees and experience significantly lower employee turnover rate than
their industry average.
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Building High Performance Cultures John Harris is a partner in Performance pH, a
company that optimizes the performance cultures of employers of all sizes. He has
nearly 40 years of experience in helping employers establish high-performance cultures,
and has received a number of prestigious industry awards. John took his previous
company, Harris HealthTrends, Inc. from startup to over 400 employees before its sale
in 2005. John speaks internationally, and has been the author of numerous publications
and two books. John serves on the boards of six organizations and was a two time AllAmerican wrestler and Olympic Trials qualifier, and now mountain bike and cross
country ski races to keep a high performance edge.

Management Team Execution

Dr. Stephen Long, identified as one of North

America’s top 10 experts in performance psychology, has significantly improved
performance in the realms of business, athletics and the military. He has applied his
proprietary Execution IQ™ method with exceptional leaders, champion athletes,
fighter pilots, military special operations personnel, elite salespeople, high performers
and corporate executives resulting in 115% improvement in financial performance, 26
championship teams, over 30 All-American college athletes, an NFL MVP and
enhanced national security with a zero failure rate. Through his three decades of
helping organizations execute strategy, Steve applies his expertise in behavior change,
psychometrics and high performance mindsets through an educative, rather than a
rehabilitative, approach. Results include improved efficiency, productivity, decisionmaking, problem solving, planning, innovation, consistency and change.
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